
        Have you ever dreamed of being involved in a cutting edge project that will change
the face of travel as we know it? Do you have skills involved in developing Android & PHP
apps and you want to put them to good use? You went into Computer Science imagining
you'll live the Digital Nomad lifestyle and work from wherever you wish in the world?     
        
      Then look no further! YOU might be exactly what we're looking for! Help us bring
REVEL to life!
 
     REVEL is our user friendly chat-bot that will be making it possible to users all around the
world to book their perfect travel experience in Barcelona, Bangkok or Bali, via The
Revolver Life app we're currently developing. With REVEL's help, our users will live the
most exciting experiences and will be enticed to inspire others in turn by sharing their fun
and unique adventures with the other users of the platform.  
 
       We want REVEL to become an AI genius, capable of  tackling complex problems within
NLP (to understand and reply to even the most ambiguous human messaging with empathy
and provide real value). REVEL will be able to learn - choosing the best hotel,
accommodation, transportation, and activities automatically from 3rd party API’s to
provide highly personalized experiences for Digital Nomads
 
       The Revolver Life’s values are rooted in the risk-taking actions that add value to both
our users and the team. We believe that our users and our teams only grow once they are
comfortable with being uncomfortable so we pride ourselves in exploring new ideas and
experiences while questioning the status quo. This is why we are built around trust and
psychological safety for each team member to communicate and express one's desires and
disappointment for greater inclusion and commitment to not only the project but to one
another.          

       Together we will push the boundaries of tech and travel globally. The only

question is: Will you be there when we do it?

IS THIS YOU?
Product Manager (Computer Science related
projects)
Android & PHP developer
AI powered Chatbot Designer

Send your CV, intent letter and any other relevant
information at  adam.weiss@therevolverlife.com

WE'RE LOOKING FOR A
ROCKSTAR INTERN!

THE REVOLVER LIFE

HTML / PHP / Java Script / Ruby / Python/ C++ 
Logical thinking and the ability to transform technical
tasks into reality
Great communication skills and team player - you will be
working and communicating across teams
Proactive attitude - voice your ideas and bring them to life
The ability to stay on task and meet dead-lines
Fluent in English. Bonus points for other language skills

Making IT Happen


